Open Call for Publications in ITI info
Short guidelines for Publications for ITI-info,
dedicated to the 70th anniversary of ITI. The idea
is to represent Arabian, African, Asian, European
and American wonderful Faces of Theatre. Please,
contribute your love and pride, your thoughts and
knowledge to the joint non-commercial project. Here
on pages of the magazine we meet each other again,
but with a lot of necessary information to make new
contacts and share new channels of collaboration.

Rubrics for Publication:
My message

Photo + text on behalf of the leader of the ITI centre or anyone chosen by the national centre. The
text may concern any theme as follows: painful or exciting topic, positive thoughts or asking for
assistance. Imagine that you are a blogger and want to share with your friends who are not aware
of realities of your country.

My Country. Facts & Figures about Culture
Information on the following points is necessary:
1) Languages/ ethnic groups, nationalities and religions. Short description of cultural background: museums, universities, libraries, funds etc.
2) What are the popular genres of performing arts? How many theatres and what are the most
significant for residents and foreign guests?
3) Festivals or cultural programs. Traditional arts, heritage. Contemporary trends,
contribution of /for young generation, experiments.
4) 5 or 10 or 15 (choose yourself) noteworthy performances of the last 2 years. 5 or 10 or 15
(choose yourself) must-know names of the performing arts and beyond (actors, directors,
artists, playwrights, producers, mass media individuals, etc). With a sentence or a phrase
why we should know about him/her to follow.
5) Long-term International projects: dates for calls, web sites, web-links.
6) 5 or 10 or 15 (choose yourself) facts from the history of ITI in my country.

All the texts should be approximately 10 000 characters. 5-10 photos are necessary, We
need you to mention in your letter “photos are provided by …. national centre of ITI free for
publication in “ITI info”.
Please, note that a publication for ITI-info is a kind of collaboration for bringing in new
knowledge about cultures, new contacts and a new surge of inspiration.
Your publication will be available for printed copy readers and on the web-sites of ITI Publication
Committee and www.iti-worldwide.org
Please, do not hesitate to send your questions to: alfira.arslanova@gmail.com

